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Respect
By Kaitlyn Racioppi
and Keira Killeen
If someone asked you on a scale
of 1-10 how much respect do you
think we 8th graders have for each
other, our teachers and each
other’s property, what would you
say? As an 8th grader, I feel that as
a whole school, I would say that
we do have respect for our school.
However, as individuals I don’t
think we have as much respect as
we should.

Other Opinions About
Respect
At first I didn’t know how to
start this article off but then my
partner and I decided to ask a few
people what their thoughts are
about respect within Thorne. We
started off by asking our guidance
counselor, Mr. McCabe.

Mr McCabe- ¨Overall I think
that it's a respectful grade.¨
We then asked a few teachers
what they thought.
Mr McCann- ¨It's important that
to the 8th grade respect is
important. Respecting people you
know, hopefully recognizes
respect. 8th grade should model
respect, because we’re looked up
to. Respect should go both ways,
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LionQuest
By Ben Tooker

Ted-ED: “Ideas Worth
Spreading” by Kirsten

What’s the newest
interactive activity coming to
the Lion’s Roar newspaper?
Glad you asked! This issue will

Dunn and Kaitlyn Nickerson
The Thorne Middle school
Ted- ED club is a club in which
you plan a 5 minute talk about
your interests, passions, and
dislikes. It is a new club started
by Thorne’s very own Ted ED
Specialist, Wendy Morales. The
goal of the club is to get the word
out about your opinions and
ideas, and to share them with the
world.
Why join the Thorne Middle
school Ted- ED club, you might
ask? Well quoted from Mrs.
Morales herself, she describes
the club to be, “for anyone who
likes something!” It's a place
where you can freely explore
your hobbies and ideas!
Where does it meet and
when? Well, The Ted- ED club
meets every other Thursday in
the Media Center. It runs from
2:40 to 3:30! There, you would
pick your seat, give an
introduction of yourself, then

mark the launch of a new
interactive sector, titled
‘LionQuest’. As the name
implies, LionQuest is an
activity which students (after
the school day of course)
journey throughout the school
in search of the next
‘adventure’.
However, in this case, the
adventure can be accessed
with a digital device: By
scanning QR codes and
completing activities,
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teachers should be respected by
students and students should be
respected by teachers. With that
comes balances everywhere.¨
Mrs. Velez - “There are some
students that I’ve witnessed who
show respect to others, including
their teachers, however there are
definitely a handful of students
that could use a lesson in respect
for authority, feelings, and
possessions. ”
We then asked a few students in
our grade what they thought about
respect.
Cathryn V.- “I think the 8th
grade has respect not only to their
teachers, but also to their other
classmates, peers and everyone
who helps them while

they are at
Thorne.”
Sara W.- “In my opinion, not only
do 8th graders respect their
teachers, but they respect each
other. From being here at Thorne
for 3 years now, it’d be expected of
us to learn respect for our peers.”
Most of the people who we asked said
basically the same thing. That they think
the 8th grade is overall a respectful grade.
No one had a negative thing to say about
the 8th grade respect.

What do we think?

jump right in, viewing a slideshow
of what members are going to do
and some videos of kids our age
giving a ted-talk!
The club is so much fun!
How? Well first, it's small, so if
you're shy, it’s okay because it is
a safe environment, judgement
free! Second, they do fun
activities like one meeting, the
club made a poster of what a
great idea is! Also, Mrs. Morales
brings snacks to snack on! Yum!
What is the goal of the Thorne
Middle School Ted- ED Club? It
is so students can share their
ideas. All year they will be
rough-drafting speeches, and in
June, they go to the Ted-ED
headquarters, where people will
give Ted-Talks. At the end, you
will be given an opportunity to
give one yourself. Shy? Don't
worry, if you don't feel
comfortable yet on stage, you
can stand on the very red dot that
many others have stood on, such
as Bill Gates, and film yourself
giving your talk! Finally, if you
would like to join Ted-ED you are
more than welcome. They are
always looking for new
members!!!

participants will uncover
new locations. Now, let’s
imagine that a participant is
willing to scan (or record the
url of) a document. Let’s call
him Logan. At some point in
this quest, Logan will be led to
two locations. One location will
complete his quest, while one
will lead to certain death
(figuratively of course). By
using clues from previous
activities, Logan will have to
figure out which one to scan…
as well as the ‘code’ to enter.
He could be recorded as one
of the first 10 participants to
finish, based on his day of
finish. (Note: 7 days are added
to the original score if Logan
scans the incorrect document
before the correct one.) He
could be--after he ‘enters’ the
final document.
Sounds complicated,
right? Though this is widely
accepted, like any activity or
game that requires skill, after
understanding the
fundamental rules, it seems
easy and practical.With that,
here are some tips:
● If you cannot stay
after school, record
urls on your way to
class (only the end
part). Then complete
activities at home.
● Only when you find the
right password, will the
next activity be
revealed.
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We decided to tell you guys what
our opinions are on respect within
our grade:
Keira: I think that respect could be
better, but overall pretty good. What I’m
trying to say is that there is some room
for improvement. I think that we could be
more respectful with tearing down signs in
the school for student council, but I am
only pointing out the negative things. I
think the 8th grade is very respectful, and
most of them will help out each other in a
heartbeat.
Kaitlyn: As an 8th grader, I believe
that there are many individuals that have
respect for their peers, their teachers and
their schools property. However there are
some students that aren’t the same way. I
think that we should always have respect
for everyone that we know, even if we’re
not friends with them, we should still
respect each other. Especially when we are
supposed to be setting an example for the
6th and 7th graders. Of course, I think
our grade is very respectful. We do nice
things for one another and for the most
part we’re all friends.
Respect is something you
earn, not something you’re
given

How can we, as students, show
our respect towards one another?
My partener and I gave you our
thoughts on respect within our
school, and we think the same

The Secret Psychology
Behind Student Council
Polls
By Liam Perez

Well, who?
Who are you voting for? That is the
question to be shoved down our throats
from now until November 17. But are
these results a fair representation of who
people want? Or is a combination of
little knowledge of the candidates, peer
pressure, and popularity contests subtly
making sure certain people have a sealed
win? Read on to find out.
For the start of the experiment, I had
one person mark two votes for each
candidate he wanted. All other
participants marked one vote. As the
polling data continued, the two votes
heavily influenced the rest of the votes.
While viewing these results, please note
the double voter voted for Michaela
Pala, Kaitlyn Racioppi, Hope Finnucan,
and Angel Specchio.
President: Katie Osborne-2
Joey Kang-1
Michaela Pala-8
Vice President: John Borne-2
Owen Flynn-2
Kaitlyn Racioppi-7
Secretary:
Jillian Schiaffino-3
Hope Finnucan-8
Treasurer: 
Steven Malo-2
Angel Specchio-9
As you can see, the double voter
influenced the polls by a large amount.
These polls are inaccurate though, since
one person voted twice and the
promotional election day videos are yet
to be shown. All this proves is that my
experiment was a complete success.

● Copy the activities in
drive, or print from the
source.
● Log into your
middletownk12
account in order to be
recorded. It makes it
easier to connect to
drive if you do not have
any other accounts.
● Consider completing
the activities from
chromebook rather
than phone. Save to
drive or record url to
access it from your
chromebook.
What are you waiting
for? The document will be
released on Monday,
November 14. You must
complete the activity by the
end of 2016 in order for it to
be valid. Good luck! Link to

Lionquest:
https://docsend.com/view/z4ak
6tx
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thing like everyone else we had
interviewed. Respect is something
that you shouldn’t have to ask for,
it should be given right to you. As
we get
older we
need to
start to
respect
each
other
and
adults. As 8th graders, we should
be demonstrating respect. Most of
us just think that this has nothing
to do with our future, when in
reality it does. As we get older and
finish High School we’ll have to
start thinking about what we want
do in life and throughout our
whole lives we’ve been told that
we should always respect adults.
We’re not that far away from
moving on with our lives. We’ll all
be adults one day and we’re going
to want the same respect that our
teachers wanted from us. It’s
because we’re younger that we
don’t understand that yet.
Right now we have the Student
Council Election going on. People
have made posters which took
time and effort but some students
have been tearing and ripping
them down. As Keira said in her
response, that’s only one negative
thing. There is so much positivity
within our school that the negative
things are just a small thing that
wouldn’t affect us. We’re kind to
each other and since 6th grade we
have made friendships with each
other. A very important part of a
friendship is the respect you have
for each other, this goes for all of
your relationships. Here is
something that we should all
remember: If you respect
someone, then they’ll respect you
back.

Life on Other Planets?
By Rachel Domin
 Astronomers have always suspected
that there was life on other planets, but are
they expanding their minds wide enough?
Recent studies have shown that it’s
possible that there’s more to life than
scientists thought of - mainly the discovery
made in 2014.
While watching a video on evolution,
there was a section in which Bill Nye was
interviewing a man who had sent a
submarine down to the bottom of the
ocean.

When this submarine hit the floor, they
found a whole different type of fish. There
were worms that bled human-like blood,
crabs, fish without eyes, and more. The
huge thing about this discovery is that they
were living off the earth - not the sun.
They were living off a COMPLETELY
different environment than we were, so,
that leaves us with the thought: Are there
really other organisms in the universe?
Although it’s already being researched,
this only adds onto where alien organisms
may live. Scientists are looking into lakes
on Mars to maybe find life in it, however, I
believe that we aren’t looking deep enough.
On Earth, there are animals like moles,
worms, and other organisms that live in the
dirt of Earth. So, who’s to say that
organisms can’t live in the crusts of other
planets? I believe that more research
should be conducted to figure out what
lives on other planets.

Tech Tutor
by Kaitlyn Nickerson
Have you ever wanted to learn
more about Technology? Do you
have a lot of knowledge about
Technology but don't know what to do
with it? Have you ever wanted to
teach a teacher? Well this is the club
for you!
Tech Tutor Club is a club started
by Mrs. Connelly. Our goal is to make
“how to” videos for the teachers about
technology!
Where does it meet? It meets in
Mrs. Connellys’ room, Rm 127. Our
meetings are varied, usually on a
Tuesday or Thursday in the Morning
from 7:30- 8:00. We walk into Mrs.
Connelly's Room and we get straight
to work, using Screencastify to record
our videos.
Teachers are also going to be
requesting service! Before or after
school, a teacher can ask for our
assistants and we can help them with
any technical issues!
Tech Tutor is welcoming anyone! I
promise you that it will be fun! Come
join today!
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Grade 6: Expectations vs.
Reality
By Kristine Riegler and Lauren
Robson

Kristina Riegler and Lauren
Robson, and interviewed four sixth
graders that they didn't know and
asked about their expectations vs.
reality.
Kristina interviewed a boy named
Brandon Crinaldi. For his school
expectation, he thought that school
would be horrible, he wouldn’t be
able to open his locker, and he
thought that
he would go
on the wrong
bus. But in
reality,
Brandon
realized that
school was
easier and Brandon actually went on
the right bus. Both his food
expectations and reality thoughts
about the school lunches were the
same, and true. He thought that the
lunches would be good, and they
were. Brandon thought that most
teachers would be nice, and a few
could be mean. But in reality, they
were all really nice!
Lauren interviewed a girl
named Kayla Faraci. Kayla is a new
6th grader here at Thorne Middle
School. Kayla likes the school lunch
and likes that the school serves more
than just two options and her
expectations were exact. Her favorite
choice is the strawberry smoothie on
the side of her main lunch. She says
all the teachers are nice just like her
expectations. One thing though
Kayla expected was the crowded
hallway, but it turned out a little
more crowded than expected.
In the end, the realities of
school were all positive things! All
the sixth graders seem to be having a
good first year!

Book Reviews

Review by Kenneth Faria

: Book

 Inspired by By Jk Rowling and written by Jack
thorne

The book
written
by Jack thorne (Witch is a Fiction/fantasy Book)
was unusual to say the least. When i first
purchased the book after the first day of its release
I was excited beyond belief. About 4 chapters in i
realized this is not going to be a good book. When
I realized it was going to be a boring book was
when The book Skipped 4 years of albus’s Time at
hogwarts. The reason that got me to realize it was
because in the Original harry Potter series,
written by J.k rowling every book was one year at
hogwarts. even after that they introduced a
couple of characters that had really no point of
being there, for example ( Spoiler Alert)When Albus
and scorpius go to the triwizard tournament
Using The ministry's last time turner to stop
Cedric from competing, they run into about three
characters that contributed nothing but a name.
The reason for this was because technically this
book is a fan fiction because jk rowling did not
write it, her director did. He based it off of a 2
page story that Rowling had written in hopes of an
8th book. He continued the story and ruined the
whole flow that the series has had. If you have not
read the series at least up to the 5th book you have
no idea what i am talking about. In the Book
Albus Meets Draco's Son Scorpius, They are in their
families eyes failure. They decide to go And
attempted to save cedric. Everything Goes south
from there and let's just say, good luck albus

by Cassidy Cudjoe
As a Icewing, an Ice Dragon that
could shoot deadly freezing
breath from its mouth, and a
Nightwing, a dragon that could
blend into darkness, see the
future, and read minds, fall in
love, a terrible fate unravels.
Darkstalker will change the world,
forever.
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Pokemon: A History
By Matt Kirman
Ok so wassup, how’s it going ho- OMG HE’S NOT
DOING MY FAVORITE GAME AND THE
BEST GAME EVER. Who are you and how did you
get in my house- OMG FNAF IS THE BEST GAME
EVER AND POKEMON IS JUST FOR LITTLE
KIDS. Did you climb through with window or- YOU’RE
SUCH A LOSER WHY DID YOU NOT DO MY
FAVORITE GAME. I’m gonna call the police- WOW
CALLING THE POLICE HOW ORIGINAL.
*the police walk in and arrest the hater* OMG
ARRESTING ME HOW ORIGINAL POLICE.
Finally he’s gone so pokemon before we get into this let me
just get one thing clear, this is main series only which
means… NO POKEMON GO or any other pokemon
spinoffs.

Ok let’s begin with 
.
was a magazine
company that published gaming
magazines back in the days of old
when candy only cost a nickel and
dinosaurs walked the earth. The
people running 
realized that games weren't as
good as they used to be so 
developed their own game
and in Japan on February 27 1996
Pokemon red, blue and green were
released. Then September 28th
1998 Pokemon red and blue were
released in America ( Pokemon
green never got an official

American release). These games
sold incredibly well and were
received well by fans and critics
alike scoring a 10/10 on IGN and
spawning its own anime series and
the anime series getting a game
about it called “Pokemon Yellow.”
realized the popularity

of pokemon and decided to strike while
the iron is hot and on november 21st
1999 game freak released the next
installment pokemon gold, silver, and in
2001 pokemon crystal. All these games
were well received, earning 10/10s
across the board.

Chinese Mythology Update
By Jake Ehrhardt
Minecraft XBox One Edition
T
 he Chinese Mythology Update

aka TU43 has brought a bunch of
new stuff to Minecraft XBox One
Edition, including 41 new skins, a new
mob, a brand new Chinese Mythology
Texture Pack and world, new blocks,
and new enchantments.
New Enchantments
The new enchantments are really
helpful. The first enchantment is
“Frost Walker.” Frost Walker is one of
the best enchantments in the game.
When you put it on your boots (any
kind of boots), it will let you literally
walk across water. The one thing I
have noticed is during the day the ice
that is under you will start to crack
and break within seconds so, don’t
stand still in the middle of the ocean.
But, if it is nighttime, the ice will not
crack at all and you will be able to
stand still on ice wherever you want.
Now, the second enchantment is
“Mending”. Mending is also a very
good enchantment. Have you ever
been in a situation where your
pickaxe is about to break and there
are diamonds right over near lava and
if you mine over to it your pickaxe will
break. What do you do? You put
Mending on your pickaxe or any other
weapon/armour. What Mending

By Matt Giallanza
The much-anticipated
Fallout 4 got very good reviews,
but some people think otherwise.
Some people prefer Fallout New
Vegas instead. New Vegas was the
game between Fallout 3 and
Fallout 4, and got very good
reviews. There’s two things that
are different though. New Vegas
was made by Bethesda 
Obsidian, and wasn’t a part of the
main story. It’s a side game.
Fallout: New Orleans appeared
on a European-based copyright
website some time ago. Bethesda
immediately responded to this,
posting a picture of a magic 8 ball.
Being a reference to Fallout 2, the
magic 8 ball had the words 
on it. The definition of
, according to the
Merriam-Webster, means
“Uncertain or unsure of
something.” This means the game
could be released. Bethesda could
just make the game because it’s
already copyrighted.
So some people may be
disappointed, and some may not
even know, but Bethesda most
likely won’t make Fallout: New
Orleans. Other than that, Bethesda
& Obsidian will continue to make
great games. [Matthew Giallanza]

will do is when your tool is low you can
go over to some coal, quartz, or any
other material that will give you xp and
you have to hold the weapon you want
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 With 2 successful generations on the
Gameboy it was time to move to the
Gameboy Advance (GBA) and on November
21st 2002 Game Freak released Pokemon
Ruby and sapphire and in 2004 Pokemon
Emerald. This generation received more
mixed reviews because people thought the
designs of the new Pokemon were bland and
uncreative.
But in
2004 Game
Freak
released
remakes of
generation
1 called
Firered
and Leafgreen ( which is weird because
Green never had an official American
Release). These games were still received
well by critics but Gen 3 is known as the
worst gens by long term fans of the series.
Then moving on to the DS. September 28th
2006 Nintendo released Pokemon Diamond
and Pearl.Then Game Freak made the gold
and silver remakes, Heartgold and
soulsilver, and released on September 12th
2009.
Next up on September 18th 2010
black and white. This is what I consider the
best pokemon ga-. Hold on, do you hear
anything, I don’t think the gen 1ers heard.
But I hear some strange music, It’s high
pitched and generally creepy, it’s giving me
a headache.
Anyway moving on on June 23 2012 pokemon
black and white 2. Then on October 12th
2013 they released their first 3d pokemon
games, pokemon X and Y. Then after that

was the gen 3 remakes
released on November 21st 2014 called
omega ruby and alpha sapphire. The music I
heard before is getting louder, huh weird.
Anyway after omega ruby and alpha
sapphire's is the game that were still
currently waiting for, pokemon sun and
moon expected to be released on November
18th 2016. Yeah after that there aren’t any
new pokemon games. So yeah i’ll see you la-.
Wait a minute, the music I-I recognize it’s,
it’s,it’s LAVENDER TOWN AAAHHHHH. (
and you thought Pokemon couldn’t be scary)
Matt Kirman

and the xp orbs will immediately go to
the tool and repair it.
Skins, Map, and Brand New Texture
Pack
There are 41 brand new skins that you
can use. Some of the skins are from
Minecraft PE including the Pig skin and
the Tamed Water Spirit skin. All of the
skins are really cool because they have
a bunch of chinese god skins. Also, other
chinese skins you will probably like too.
The texture pack is awesome because
all of the mobs have new textures. My
personal favorite is the Polar Bear
because in the texture pack it is a panda.
The one thing that is probably the best is
the new map. The map is totally
awesome because it has buildings,
structures, temples, towns and a giant
cherry blossom tree. Overall the whole
new mash-up pack is great.
Blocks and a New Mob
They added some new blocks to the
game like the magma block and
banners! Magma blocks are really
annoying because when you step on
them, you start to take damage. The only
way to stop this damage is to either
crouch or have frost walker boots on.
Banners are fun too because you can
customize them the way you want. Polar
bears are cool because they aren’t
harmful unless you attack first. They
have cute little baby polar bears that
follow their parents around. The one
thing I have noticed was that polar bears
can swim extremely fast. So, if you think
you can escape an angry polar bear by
jumping into water, you're wrong… like
really… you're wrong.
Well that’s basically it for my review on
the new Minecraft update. There are
other cool and fun stuff in the update that
you can discover for yourself, but that’s
all for now. Bye! (Jake Ehrhardt)

Fallout 4
By Raymond Santiago
I'm going to be doing a review on a
game that has been out for a while but
now every DLC is out for it. So the game
is Fallout 4. I have played it before and
but I’m still getting familiar with the
game so this will not be that in-depth
into every thing but it is most of it. The
first thing is the controls, which I don’t
think are that hard to master unless you
have never played a first person shooter
before. This game allows you to change
the settings without having pre made
settings making you able to make
whatever settings you want. I also think
the graphics are good but this game was
made in 2015, so it might not look as
good as other new games but they're
good. I mentioned the DLC and I have
only played throw one which is called
Automatron where you can build your
own robot and it is really fun so far. I’ll
try to play more to do a more in depth
review and write another updated
review.
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Steven Universe
by Cassidy Cudjoe
Have you ever heard of Steven
Universe? You should’ve. In my
opinion, it’s the best show in the
universe. (See what I did
there?)Steven Universe was
created by Rebecca Sugar. She’s
Cartoon Network’s first solo
female show creator. The first
episode was on November 4th,
2013, named Gem Glow where
Steven discovers his power of
defence, revealing his mother’s
shield. The only characters
you’ll meet in Gem Glow are
Steven, the main character,
Steven. There are also the Gems.
Garnet, the leader, Pearl, and
Amethyst. They are all survivors
of the Gem War against
Homeworld, who want to hollow
out the Earth for gem
production. Gems could
summon weapons of their will.

 w,

Music Review: Hamilton by
Michaela Pala
“Alexander Hamilton. My name is
Alexander Hamilton. And there’s
a million things I haven’t done,
just you wait, just you wait!”
Hamilton may think he hasn’t
done plenty of things, but this
musical only seems to show how
many things he really did! The
under-appreciated Founding
Father got a lot farther by
working a lot harder. By fourteen,
they placed him in charge of a
trading charter!

Reynolds behind his wife’s back.
The musical ends with a heartfelt
song, and many people who
listen to the full soundtrack in
order or go to actually see it cry
at… certain moments.
Overall, this musical is
beautiful in ways that I’ve never
heard in hip-hop songs. Lin
Manuel Miranda manages to
explain the entire life of
Alexander Hamilton in a playlist
of 47 songs. He says that he was
inspired to write this musical
while reading the biography of
Hamilton himself, and took
history to a whole new level.
From more than one website it
has gotten five stars, and
personally, I agree!
-Michaela Pala

This musical starts off in
1776, when Alexander finds
himself talking to Aaron Burr in
hopes of completing his college
education in two years instead of
four. Then it takes you through
his life stories, scandals, affairs,
treaties, accomplishments, and
goes into detail so that you end
up knowing a lot more about the
Founding Father than you would
have thought. Unfortunately, he
was never elected President due
to the release of The Reynolds
Pamphlet (by Hamilton) which
stated that he had been having
an unlawful affair with Maria
_______________________________________
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Golden State Warriors
Preseason/Regular Season
by Dylan Lauderbach
As many people may know the
Golden State Warriors are probably
one of the best NBA basketball
teams of all time.

Last
year they hit an NBA record of 73-9!
The Warriors continue preseason
with a rapid start with one of the best
players in the league Kevin Durant.
However, the Warriors lost some of
their players: Harrison Barnes,
Festus Ezeli, Andrew Bogut, and
Marreese Speights. The good thing
about this is that they got new
players in return: Damian Jones,
Patrick McCaw, and the Warriors
signed a 2.9 million dollar deal with
Dallas Mavericks former center Zaza
Pachulia. Pachulia is an amazing
rebounder, good at making plays,
and he is a great free throw shooter.
This is a big plus for the Warriors.
Facts about one of the best
new editions to the team: Kevin
Durant:
❏ Kevin Durant carries the
sameblack backpack to
every conference. Which

❏ contains his Ipad, Bible,
headphones, and his phone
charger.
❏ He had a tattoo on his arm
that had the word “mautre.”
He later had it corrected to
say mature.
❏ He scored 37 points 3 times
in his freshman year at the
University of Texas! This
was his career record!
❏ Kevin scored his NBA
career high of 54 points.
❏ Kevin Durant has his own
line of shoes with Nike.
❏ He donated 1 million dollars
to Red Cross for Tornado
Relief.
❏ He has a wingspan of 7 feet
4 inches.
❏ His dream was to teach kids
how to play basketball.
Predictions: These are my NBA
playoff predictions for the
2016/2017 season.
Eastern Conference
Western Conference
[Cavaliers vs. Raptors]
[Warriors vs. Spurs]
[Hawks vs. Celtics]
[Thunder vs. Trail Blazers]
[Hornets vs. Pacers]
[Mavericks vs. Clippers]
[Heat vs. Knicks]
[Grizzlies
vs. Kings]

Winner: Spurs
The Team I
Want to Win: Trail Blazers
The NBA regular season has
just started and many good teams
have lost. This beginning of the
season can be very unpredictable.
The teams are playing very
differently because many teams have
gotten new players, draft picks, or
new coaches. Let’s all continue to
watch the NBA games and see at the
end of the season if my predictions
are correct.

NBA Championship:
{Spurs vs. Cavaliers}
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Thorne Sports
By Sara Welsh and Cathryn VanBogelen
Our school has lots of amazing sports teams such as field hockey, boy and girls soccer, and
cross country.
Field Hockey
The team this year has done an amazing job.
With the starting forward line up of Jordana
Tomasetti, Grace Donohue, Emily Rozzo and Trisha
Belus, they have made many goals over this
season. They wouldn’t have made all of those goals
if it wasn’t for the midfielders Gwen Finn, Ava
Turner and Shannon King. The defense this year
which consist of Madison Thornton, Nicole Chieffo,
and Michaela Pala has helped out our goalie Kayla
Miller keep out many goals from going in. Kaitlyn Straniero, Jenna Walch, Kaitlyn Vogel and Brianna
Reyes help out by being switched on and off to give some of the team a water break. The following
girls have done a lot for the team and played amazing when it came to the games Sara Welsh, Jaime
Rourke, Cathryn VanBogelen, Victoria Lamalfa, Cassidy Morris, Gabby Carton, Alexis Kovalyov,
Shannon Solazzo, Theresa Fisher, Nicole Nelson, Shelby Copeman, and Julia Bulvid. Big
congratulations to our all stars Jordana Tomasetti, Ava Turner, Nicole Chieffo, and Emily Rozzo. We
finished the season off with a record of 3 wins, 5 losses, and 2 ties.
Soccer
At the beginning of the season, the boys soccer team had
some pretty tough losses but in the end, they started working
together and winning more games. We have to give a very
special thanks to the coach Mr. Gibbons and the very well
trained players of that team. The 8th graders made this year’s
team better than it has ever been, let’s hope the seventh
graders keep the team next year just as strong. The following
8th graders pushed the 7th graders to their full potential, Nick
Altilio,
Justin Bartolotti, Brandon Delgrosso, Peter Ciccosanti, Zach
Canesa, Carmine Fredericks, Michael Murphy, Alex Perez, CJ Vaubel and Harry Wedwaldt. Wish
best of luck to the all stars, Alex Perez, Michael Murphy
and Nick Altilio. The boys finished the season off with a
total of 10 losses and 2 wins.
Girls soccer has had one of their best years in a
very long time. Their record was 11 wins and 1 loss, the
only loss being against Holmdel, 3 to 4 in overtime. All of
these 8th graders worked almost everyday to make them
to play the best they can, Shae Pierson, Brooke Luchina.
Hannah Mcquade, Giavanna Marino, Jillian Imbriale,
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Carly Binn, Victoria Palladino, Natalie Dibrita, Mackenzie Campbell, Ashley Dietrich, Stephanie
Malick, Ellie Kacen and Megan Poss. Wish the best of luck to their 7th graders next year.
Cross Country
Girls cross country did amazing this year. Everyone
worked so hard and improved on their running each meet
they had. Every day, both teams went to the practices. At
every practice, they worked hard to become better for their
next meet. With the twelve eighth graders running their last
meets for their middle school career, Thorne’s girls cross
country team finished off with a record of 4 losses and 7
wins.
With a record
of 4 losses and 8 wins, boys cross country had a very good
year this year. They gave their time and dedication to this
team to make it a very well working team. We hope that the
8th graders go on to high school running cross country and
we hope the 7th and 6th graders come back next year to run
again for the team.

Anime And Manga
Sailor Moon by Karma Khan

Hey guys, it’s Karma here to talk about one anime people rarely know… Sailor Moon! Now, I know I still have a lot
to watch but I just finished season two. Anyway, Sailor Moon is about a teenager name Usagi Zucchino, she is a
fourteen year old middle schooler who is actually a popular crime fighter named Sailor
Moon!
Her friends Ami Mizuno, Rei Hino, Makoto Kino, Minako Aino, Setsuna Meioh, Haruka
Tenoh, Michiru Kaioh, and Hotaru Tomoe are
really her
partners, the Sailor Scouts! Sailor Mercury,
Sailor
Mars, Sailor Jupiter, Sailor Venus, Sailor Pluto,
Sailor
Uranus, Sailor Neptune, and Sailor Saturn. Each
Sailor
fights for different things. Sailor Moon is for
love and for
justice, Sailor Mercury fights for love and
Intellect,
Sailor Mars is for love and Passion, Sailor Jupiter fights for love and
courage,
Sailor Venus is for love and beauty, Sailor Pluto fights for time and space,
Sailor
Uranus fights for elegance, Sailor Neptune fights for grace! That’s not all,
the second
youngest character, Sailor Chibi Moon fights for the future moon alongside
with Sailor
Moon! The Sailor Guardians, sent from the past to fight their enemies, The
Dark
Kingdom, The Black Moon Clan, The Death Busters, The Dead Moon Circus,
Shadow
Galactica, and The Hell Tree Aliens. Although, the Scouts do have one other
ally…
Tuxedo Mask! His real name is Mamoru Chiba. Before Sailor moon knew his
identity, he
was rivals with Usagi. He often acted rude towards her and called her “bun
head”. This
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could be related to the fact that, when he was younger, he was caught in a car crash that killed his family and left
him remembering nothing of his home or the people he lived with. Sailor Moon is later discovered to be Princess
Serenity of the Moon Kingdom, Mamoru is later found out as Prince Endymion who marries Usagi, and later they
have a child named Small Lady or later know as Chibi Usa. There is a few more characters which are rarely named
like Chibi Chibi, White Tuxedo, and The Moonlight Knight. That’s all for now, I still have a lot to go, but for now,
Ba-bye!

by Philippe Gomez
Hi everyone! It’s Philippe and I’m here to talk about Fairy Tail. I
know that I might be a little behind, but I am on episode 50 of
the first series. All righty! Let’s Start! About! Far, far, away lies the
kingdom of Fiore, a bustling country with a population of 17
million, and, a place filled with magic. Used in every home,
bought and sold at every marketplace, Magic is nearly just a
tool for everyday life, but for some, Magic is an art and these
people have devoted their lives to its practice. These are the Wizards and they band together in magic Guilds
and travel Fiore for fortune and friends. But there is one certain guild in a certain town that soars high above the
others. It is a guild from which countless legends have been born and will continue to grow for eternity. It’s name
is FAIRY TAIL!
Characters! Natsu Dragneel is a boy who know an ancient and lost art called Dragon Slayer Magic, which was
taught to him by a DRAGON named Igneel! He
found Natsu as a boy and taught him language,
culture, and, of course, MAGIC! But one day, Igneel
disappeared and Natu lives for the day he will find
him.

Accompanying Natsu on his quest is his blue, winged cat, HAPPY! “AYE!”Happy is actually how natsu gets
around!
Happy transforms and wraps his
tail around Natsu and takes off!
Happy originally came from an
egg, so everyone at Fairy Tail
thought that he was
a Dragon or something. Nope! He
was in fact a cute, winged cat.

Natsu’s supposed rival is Grey Fullbuster. He uses Maker Magic with ice. He, eh, has a habit of taking his clothes
off, as he was trained
to be with the cold. He
was found an orphan
and taken and raised
by a woman named
Ur, who taught him
Maker Magic. Maker
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Magic is unique because you can make whatever you want like dragons, weapons, etc.
Next is Erza Scarlet, the most powerful female wizard in the guild. The magic that she uses is Caster Magic, which
allows the user to requip weapons from an
alternate dimension. Erza used her magic and
made all new armor and is the only known
wizard who can requip with armor. She comes
from terrible origins. She was taken by a clan
and used as a slave. When a person dear to
her died, She went in a rage and discovered
her powers.
She usually is the one who breaks up Grey and
Natsu’s Fights.

Next up is Lucy Heartfilia! She is the daughter if a rich and powerful man who neglected and refused her. She
ran away and became a CELESTIAL WIZARD! Celestial
wizards are wizards who possess keys from which they can
summon celestial spirits. These spirits come from the spirit
World and are the embodiments of constellations, like Aries
the sheep, Taurus the bull, Horologio the clock, Cancer the
giant crab, and Aquarius, Lucy’s most vicious spirit. She finds
Natsu in a small fidhing town, where he saves her from a
fake Fairy Tail member who claims to be the real
Salamander. But, Natsu is Fairy Tail’s Salamander!
That concludes my Fairy Tail review! Hope you enjoyed! Got any questions? Reccomendations? Write an email
to me adressed to gomezp04@icloud.com. Ill gladly take the submissions. Be aware that I might have to watch a
couple of episodes of the anime or so on. See ya!
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